







Abstract 
Religious scholars have imposed many sanctions and limitations
for Fatwa and Mufti,such as fatwa would be given gently and with
jus t ice  r a ther  than in t ime of  s t r ess  and anx iety.On
fatwa,rela tionship,emotions and animosity must not be 
affected.Sluggishness and lacking of concentration should be
avoided.Indeed,the answer should be according to the question and
must be lucent and comprehensible to the listener.Its the
responsibility of Mufti to clarify the complications and doubts of
the questioner.No arguments, quotes,maxims and sub-sections of
the answer should be circumvented.Reference to the context from
various books should be clearly written as a rational.The closeness
and company of an expert teacher is indispensable for Muftis
practical life,mutual counseling,courtesy,habits,seriousness and
patience.                                                                                                
In spite of all these limitations,a Mufti is a messenger of
commandments of Allah,so that the consent of the king
(Hakim-I-waqt) is not necessary for a Mufti a give Fatwa ,though , 
the king can forbid him giving Fatwa after discussing it with
reliable religious scholars.In this state giving Fatwa is not
legitimate for a Mufti.Religious scholars have approved that if a
Mufti is fulfilling all the requirements and the king of the time
maliciously forbids him,in these circumstances the obedience of the
king in not obligatory.Similarly the theme of a Hadith is; in the
disobedience of the Creator,the obedience of the creatures is not  
necessary because in the forbiddance of the king the Sharai
commandments and the reformations of the people become fulite.    
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